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Reinvent refineries → e-Refineries
• An ongoing crisis in the refinery sector present for over a decade

Since 2009, out of ~100 refineries operating in Europe, 24 mainstream 

refineries were closed or transformed. 

Increase of RES, the war & the need for  a more resilient economy, energy 

transition  CC mitigation → ALL factors accelerating the substitution of FFs 

• Oil economy is based on the use of ALL the oil fractions

Definite trend in passing to use RES in mobility and residential

Oil (& gas) cost is NOT determined from their cost of production, BUT the 

economies based on them (and largely monopoly character)

Combining these elements → cost of oil & gas will further increase 

(independently if  close to or beyond the peak of production)

• The value of oil

Cost (?) → easy to transport/store  → realize energy transition 

requires e-fuels ( solar fuels)
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Which models for the future refineries
• The current (short-term) model

(i) biofuels (from waste and biomass), (ii) CCS (for decarbonization), (iii) crude oil-

to-chemicals (COTC) and (iv) hydrogen (with CCS).

Are effective solutions  NOT for an even medium-term (before the year 2050)

Deep transition in the energy sector will make NO longer economic this model.

• Develop a new e-refinery model

• Based on the integration with the territory (distributed product. → efficient, 

flexible, multipurpose production → minimize long-distance transport)

• New technologies for production (efficient at low scale, process intensification)

• Wide spectrum of products (from energy vectors to chemicals)

• Acting also as a hub to transform/further convert energy/hydrogen vectors 

• Deep use of RES and solar energy, fully integrated into the novel production 

technologies

• Realize a carbon circular economy (from FFs to alternative C sources)
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From linear to 

circular economy

The Catalyst Review 4 (2021) 8-13 (part 1)

A net-zero emission
(NZE) society

SMART & digitally
interconnected
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Paths to e-fuels

Chinese J. Catal, 2022, 43, 1194
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Use CES produced remotely

CES vectors
• green H2 (transport → pipelines, but constrains)
• hydrogen vectors  (NH3, HCOOH, metal hydride, Liquid Organic Hydrogen 

Carriers - LOHC, etc. ) 
• energy vectors (CH3OH, CH4, hydrocarbons, etc.)

remote

CES  transport

chemical 
energy storage

where REs are 

cheap

use CES as alternative 
energy to FFs

recycle (if necessary)
CES substrate 

overcome problem of 

fluctuation/availability (transport/storage) 

renewable electricity and reduces costs 

related to infrastructure changes 

R. Schlögl, Green Chem., 2021, 23, 1584
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The e-refinery model

VOLTAChem

Electrify chemical production
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Beyond

e-Refinery

from small and biobased 

molecules to a framework 

of chemical production 

(e-chemistry) alternative 

to that based on fossil 

fuels (petrochemistry)

The Catalyst Review 4 (2021).
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Building a low-carbon e-refinery(chemistry)

K M. Van Geem, B M. Weckhuyse, MRS Bull 2021, 46, 1

The vision on solar fuels: transforming small molecules (H2O, CO2, 

N2) through renewable energy to substitute the use of fossil fuels
www.sunergy-initiative.eu
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e-(bio)refinery
• Electrosynthesis is a promising method to convert large amounts of surplus 

electricity into chemicals. 

• large amounts of electricity can be converted and stored as chemical 

energy. Moreover, the capacity is not limited to its size and energy density, as 

is the case with batteries.

• few larger scale applications for organic electrosynthesis such as the 

Kolbe reaction (oxidative decarboxylation resulting in dimer formation) and 

the electrohydrodimerization of acrylonitrile

ACS Catal., 2016, 6 (10), 6704–6717

• modular nature of electrochemical reactors  fitting a variety of production scales  

suited for parallelized production (F3 fast, future, flexible)

• Integrating electrochemistry in biorefinery  advantages such as heat integration as 

well as waste reduction. 

• various product streams are present in a biorefinery → new opportunities for 

combining oxidation with a reduction step in a single electrochemical reactor, thereby 

increasing the overall energy efficiency.
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The on-going transformation

The initial transition from a fossil fuel to a mixed fossil and bio-based economy, driven from the 

need of reducing the carbon footprint, has been accomplished mainly by adapting thermal

catalysts. The next step of transformation to a solar-based economy, based on renewable 

energy (produce locally or remotely, transporting them via solar fuels/chemicals) in symbiosis with 

bio-based economy to use its CO2 and biowaste emissions as carbon-source alternative to fossil 

fuels, requires the development of conceptually new catalysts, indicated as reactive catalysts.
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(electro)-Catalysis

• To explore new complex reactions

• the approach often used is to utilize catalysts that are active in the thermal 

conditions for a similar reaction, but deposited over an electroconductive 

substrate → typically unsuccessful

• a rational basis for the design of electrocatalysts, or at least guidelines as 

those available for several thermal catalytic reactions, are not (yet) 

available.

• theory of electrochemistry → (yet) not able to provide bases to control the 

selectivity. 

• computational approaches → not able to describe properly the complex 

phenomena and dynamics present at a charged interface

• need to develop a novel theoretical framework for electrocatalyst design 

strategies, particularly in complex reactions



Conclusions
• The ongoing transition in energy and chemistry will lead to a system change, 

associated with the progressive substitution of fossil fuels. 

• Refineries (& petrochemistry) must reinvent themselves to maintain 

competitiveness, most of the solutions under investigation are NOT 

effective

• e-Refinery is a new effective model, BUT requires to develop of novel 

approaches and in part reinventing also the fundamental bases (of catalysis 

and more) 

• This system change cannot occur with just the implementation of current (or 

under development) technologies, passing directly to 2nd generation is 

necessary to strongly intensify a partnership to work together


